Dear colleagues and friends!
We are happy to share the booklet with the best PR campaigns
and projects in 2018, awarded in BBAPRA Bright Awards in April
2019.
The PR profession is one of the most dynamically changing and
requires the continuous development of people, the search for
new approaches, tools and solutions. To show the everexpanding range of PR agencies' activities, in 2019 we launched
several new categories. Therefore we opened the doors to
campaigns that were difficult to find or did not find a place in
the current set of racing categories. This also contributes to the
image of our profession, which is a top priority for BAPRA.
I am happy to share with you that we had a record number of
applications for the prestigious BAPRA Bright Awards 2019. For
the first time in the history of the competition, 164 projects have
participated and the increase over 2018 is close to 30%.
This booklet presents not only the work standards, but also the
progress of the PR industry in Bulgaria. As a jury in a number of
international competitions, as well as the feedback of the
international jury, I ‘m happy to share that the level of work of
the Bulgarian PR agencies is of world quality.
Let's learn from each other, encourage one another to become
better and more successful and grow together as a cohesive
professional community. This will contribute to better results for
our clients, better results for agencies and more successful and
satisfied professionals.
Keep up the good work!

Maria Gergova-Bengtsson
Chairman of BAPRA

The winning campaigns are presented in
the order 1, 2 and 3 places by category,
and а category participation. The
categories are listed as on the official
Awards webpage.

AGENCY OF THE YEAR
1st place: All Channels Communication Group
2nd place: United Partners
3rd place: M3 Communications Group, Inc.

AGENCY OF THE YEAR
United Partners

In 2019 United Partners celebrated 23 years in the industry. We continued
to change and grow driven of our desire to get better and bring even more
value to our clients. As a result, we hired a lot of new amazing people, won
a lot of cool clients, were ranked as the number 2 agency in the market by
Capital’s agency ranking and number 2 agency by BAPRA Bright Awards.
We continued our thought leadership plan experimenting and adopting
new technologies and ideas to make our work and team better. We are fully
aware that we need to add new ways to reach people with content (apart
from the traditional PR, social media and bloggers), so we became the
first partner of HubSpot in Bulgaria. As a result, we have launched a new
ser- vice - Inbound PR and content marketing. Why we did this? PR people
are good in content, but the content need to reach maximum people from
the target audience. We realized we need to expand this reach and
therefore we adopted the inbound PR & Marketing approach as new
service to our portfolio. We are happy we found a way to deliver business
results through content. On top of this we don’t need to fight for audience
attention anymore. By creating content designed to address the problems
and needs of our clients’ customers, we attract the right prospects and
build trust for our clients’ business.
Another focus of our growth plan was to become a more strategic adviser
along with the executional support for our clients and bring added value to
them by developing and executing data driven strategies. We launched
that service by development of our own series of thought leadership pieces
based on in-depth data-driven insights.
In 2019 we strengthen our strategy to be PEOPLE centric while nurturing
the best talents to create a team and vibe that bring great value to our
clients and projects; be INNOVATIVE – we use and constantly adopt new
tools, technologies and innova- tions; be RESULT oriented – we are
obsessed by results, client results, we have de- veloped our own
methodology based on the Barcelona Principles. To keep ourselves
constantly inspired, we have a driving dream (BHAG) – BE the TESLA in our
industry (Innovative, trendsetter, desired, functional, sustainable). For
2019 we can only say: YES! WE DID IT!

COMMUNICATION CAMPAIGN OF THE YEAR
1st place: APRA Porter Novelli – Nestle for Healthier Kids
2nd place: All Channels Communication Group – AVON: MISSION Against Breast Cancer
3rd place: All Channels Communication Group – Jacobs: Dream Coffee Bar

COMMUNICATION CAMPAIGN OF THE YEAR
All Channels Communication Group – Jacobs: Dream Coffee Bar

This story is about dreams and making the dreamers doers… and a lot of really
good coffee.
But let’s start with the numbers - coffee penetration in Bulgaria is 90% mainly
due to high penetration in roasted and ground coffee packaging market (R&G)
with 70% market share and Jacobs is the 3rd biggest coffee brand in Bulgaria.
A key challenge for Jacobs in Bulgaria is the taste perception.
So, we launched a new product - Jacobs Cronat Gold with taste and blend
closer to the roasted-bitter segment.
But instead of making a simple product promotion campaign, we created a
platform for making dreams come true. Jacobs gave five people the
opportunity to fulfill the dream of having a coffee bar.
One week before the start of the campaign in each city we outlined on the
ground with dotted line the exact location of the Jacobs Dream Coffee Bar.
Also Jacobs’s logo and a copy “If you want to own a coffee bar at this location –
visit www. mydreamedcoffe.com”.
We started with a landing page that gather people’s dreams. All of them had
the chance to participate in a special product lottery, but those who justified
their dream with a business plan, had the chance to have their “Dream coffee
Bar”. Peo- ple had to describe in details their dream coffee bar and explain
why they want to win.
We partnered up with one of the biggest online media in Bulgaria – WebCafe.
They had the key role to tell the world about our campaign, publish interviews
with the jury and coffee experts. We used Jacobs’ own social media channels
to raise aware- ness and reach as many dreamers as possible. We chose the
five winners among 624 candidates from Sofia, Plovdiv, Varna, Burgas and
Stara Zagora.
Before our dreamers were given the chance to test drive the mobile coffee bar,
we organized an Educational day - series of lectures with experts about brand
identity, social media, business management, etc.
We did a media event at the first day of the campaign which looked like a garden
par- ty. It was about celebrating the grand opening of the first Jacobs Dream
Coffee Bar. And some results: landing page visited by 30 339 people, 42 513
views; our “Dream coffee bar” locations had more than 80 000 visitors. We
managed to inspire 7 other web media outlets to take part in the campaign
without any compensation. Which resulted in nearly 100 publications in local
and national media, reaching close to 280 000 people. One national TV’s
reporter covered Jacobs Dream Coffee Bar in a special feature. The media
event was visited by 80 media guest who had fun and delicious coffee.

NEW PRODUCT
1st place: guts&brainsDDB – AVON Anew: The effect of good care
2nd place: All Channels Communication Group – AVON: K-Beauty and the YouTube K-Hack
3th place: Paragraph 42 – IKEA: launch for collection for our four-legged friends

NEW PRODUCT
Paragraph 42 – IKEA: launch for collection for our four-legged friends

The pet collection is designed from pet lovers so people and animals can enjoy
their home together. But the range of products is quite familiar to the market –
almost each pet store can offer such range of products.
Therefore we needed innovative approach for the IKEA LURVIG collection – to
attract attention and to make them buy it for the same reason they buy IKEA
products for themselves – to make their life better.
Strategic approach
Having very low budget, we decided to choose a strategic approach, related to
cre- ation of buzz.
First of all, we thought, that it can be made in social media. But we know that
people there are bored. Almost each interior decor brand is showing perfect
posts, related to the perfect world. And this is why people sometimes get
bored of perfect feeds – because their homes are not.
IKEA works in direction to help people live better at their homes. Because our
life is not perfect – children draw on the freshly painted walls, we sometimes
spill the dinner on the floor. And living with pets is not easy as well.
Therefore we needed to think about unusual launch to interact with people and
rep- resent the message that living with pets might be difficult, but after all
pets bring us calmness and joy, they give us love no matter what. Considering
all this, we wanted to launch the LURVIG collection in Bulgaria by “making a
stupid mistake”, with which everyone can have fun.
Implementation of the project
We split the campaign in three stages: teaser, ongoing communication, reveal.
It started with the status on 19 February, saying only “rrrrRRRrrrRrrr” (in
Bulgarian ррррРРРрррРррр):
After it was posted and sponsored, people started to wonder – they
commented, shared and reacted to it. Sounds familiar to you, pet-owner?
On the next day IKEA continued to “rrrrRRRRrrrrrRRRRrrrr” using each occasion
– when sharing posts and when answering to people.
And at the end of the second day when everybody was curious what was going
on, IKEA announced LURVIG.
First we sent a press release to media and information to influencers. They
spread the news that “IKEA already offers full range products for pets” quickly.
Then we pub- lished the reveal post – the copy was: “How not to purrrr from
pleasure? LURVIG is here.”
Efficiency and results
The results were spectacular. With budget of only 40 euro for sponsoring, we
man- aged to increase triple the traffic to IKEA website. Some more
information about the efficiency
- Earned publications in media: 74
- Earned publicity by influencers: 78
- Potential audience reached: 950 600 people
The business results: the most items of the collection were sold out for a few
days.

NEW SERVICE
1st place: All Channels Communication Group – Huawei: Facing Emotions
2nd place: Proximity Sofia/BBDO Group
EVA – our best employee
3th place: M3 Communications Group, Inc. WIZZ AIR – Travel around Europe

NEW SERVICE
All Channels Communication Group – Huawei: Facing Emotions

The phone that changes people’s lives.
The Facing Emotions app is developed by Huawei with the Polish Blind Association
to help more visual impaired people to experience non-verbal emotions. The app
uses the rear camera of Huawei’s Mate 20 Pro phone to read the emotion on the face
of whoever the blind user is talking to, by analyzing their expression using artificial
intelligence.
There is little awareness about the problems of the visual impaired people in Bulgaria and there is a lack of coverage of that topic in Bulgarian media. Young people
aren’t informed about the difficulties blind people face in their everyday life. We
saw the Facing Emotions campaign as a tool that will bring the topic on the table.
Here’s how
One of our strategic solutions was to establish special cooperation with Bulgarian
NGO working with visually impaired people – Synergia association. It was our credible partner to promote Facing Emotions communication activities.
As a teaser phase, the Mate 20 Pro phone was provided to a few people with visual
problems. Among them was the visually impaired DJ Pancho Karamanski. They tested the app before its official release on the market. Afterwards we collected their
feedback and based on it we created our next steps together with the Huawei team.
For the launch phase we distributed a press releases with the official announcement of the campaign. In the sustain we organized a special social challenge event
with focus on the app with the aim to prove how technology makes unequal people
equal. We have carefully chosen the venue for our event - the first dark restaurant in
Sofia – Tenebris, where people can have dinner in complete darkness.
For our event we have invited various key journalists from TV, lifestyle, technology
media, influencers and KOLs. We showed them the emotional Huawei trailer vid- eo
that tells the story of three visually impaired people who has experienced the
uniqueness of the app in their everyday life.
The culmination of our event was the challenged to the guests to experience what
is to be blind – to eat in complete darkness, to meet people and talk to them without
seeing them at all. Afterwards all guests were able to test the app in real time.
We reached the young audience by collaborating with the popular young YouTuber,
influencer and director Chris Zahariev to create a short documentary about Facing
Emotions. The film hero was Pancho. He talked about how he became the first blind
DJ in Bulgaria. Chris also interviewed blind people working at Synergia and has recorded and filmed their first impressions of using the app.

SPECIAL EVENT
1st place: New Moment – "With a smile“ sports against aggression with Berbatov, Leventis
and friends
2nd place: HYPETEAM – team blue Bulgaria on a vertical run to the moon
2nd place: APRA Porter Novelli Alive Graffiti powered by NESCAFÉ® 3in1
3th place: SiteMedia Consultancy Lidl – for your Child!

CSR CAMPAIGN – EDUCATION
1st place: AMI Communications Our Money
2nd place: PARAGRAPH 42 – PRAKTIKA platform for professional development in marketing and PR
2nd place: APRA Porter Novelli BCG Nestle for healthier kids
3TH PLACE: SiteMedia Consultancy #YouthEmpowered
3th place: Telenor Bulgaria Safer Internet 2018
Category participation: Interimage Talents for the future

CSR CAMPAIGN – EDUCATION
PARAGRAPH 42 – PRAKTIKA – platform for professional development in marketing and PR

Defining communication problem
We have clear communication problem, and it exists for years now – because of the
gap between education and “the real world”, young professionals are not fully
prepared for the communication practice. They have knowledge, but they lack
important skills. And we, professionals in PR agencies, invest time and efforts to
compensate this initial underdevelopment so to maintain the level of
professionalism in the sphere.
Strategic approach
We, the agencies in The Smarts group, decided to create big platform for trainings,
events and education. We made it with a main aim to develop the whole sector,
because we know that this can have extremely positive long-term results for all,
including for us as communication agencies.
And in early 2018 we launched PRAKTIKA – which now turned out to be the biggest
platform for events and professional development in marketing and PR in Bulgaria.
The idea was completed to disseminate knowledge and skills at speaking and
discussion events, which are free for the participants – mostly young and
experienced professionals.
Implementation of the project
We launched PRAKTIKA with an internal meeting and small trainings for the teams
of the agencies in the group – in order to understand our work better, to inspire
ourselves and to help each other. Then we started to invite celebrities to present
their profiles, achievements and professional philosophy to our teams.
In the beginning of the summer we developed the format of PRAKTIKA by
introducing three new activities:
1. The beginning – a format, where some of the most experienced professionals
(“the dinosaurs”) in marketing and PR had talks.
2. Perspective – an open format for the newest trends in communications. The
topics were related to crisis communications, influencer marketing, online
communities, visual identity, Viber chatbots and many others.
3. Profile – talks by professionals with big achievements. The audience had a
chance to hear the views of Dora Strezova, Dushan Drakalski, Georgi Gavazov,
Bogdan Rusev, Daniela Dimtrova and others.
Finally, we launched series of trainings: Presentation skills, Design thinking, Make
it PR-able, Account handling, Brandstorming, Storytelling, Strategic approaches
and Leading the brand together (about agency – client relations).
Efficiency and results
In total for the year we had 23 external and internal events. The total numbers of
the visitors of those events are 3300 people. Over 240 people have participated in
the internal trainings. We had also 26 earned publicity results and over 9000
interactions in social media.
In total, the potential audience reached amounts at 610 040 people.

CSR CAMPAIGN –EDUCATION
Interimage - Talents for the future

Talents with a future receive support in a campaign of Cordeel and Interimage
Based on Cordeel’s needs to recruit good professionals to work and grow in
the company, we conducted meetings with industry professionals and found
out that the good opportunities for employee improvement, sustainable
career growth, and the inexhaustible professional training resources of the
company, are poorly known in the professional community.
Strategically, we proposed a campaign to build an employer brand with an
element of interest for communication to a wider audience. Tactically, we
targeted future specialists in the construction industry - students from
UACEG. The essence: an interesting and dynamically organized competition to
identify top talents among students, with the opportunity to earn a 6-month
paid internship with the company. We called the campaign Talents for the
Future referring to Cordeel’s slogan Part- ners for the Future.
We had two communication goals: to work for image and awareness, reaching
as many people as possible through media coverage and speaking to industry
profes- sionals by sending messages for the stable development of the
company. We also had a practical business goal: to reach students, inform
them about job opportuni- ties at the company and find the best among them
for interns.
Tactical cooperation with UACEG has helped us connect with industry
professionals and attract the support of MRDPW. In addition, the campaign
focused on develop- ing the company’s social networks, where it had no
presence.
Cordeel’s Group President, Deputy Minister Yovev and the Rector of UACEG
were special guests at the opening presentation of the initiative at UACEG.
Students had 2 weeks to form teams and sign up online and 2 weeks to work
on the assignments. 100 of them entered the competition. A total of 25 teams
visited Cordeel’s office to receive their assignments. All project managers of
Cordeel were involved as men- tors of the participants. The presentations
with the case studies and the award cer- emony were held at UACEG. All five
students from the winning team won 6-month paid internships at Cordeel.
Social networks were a major channel for promoting the initiative. We sent
invita- tions and press releases for each of the 3 events: the opening at
UACEG, handing over of assignments at Cordeel offices and the award
ceremony at UACEG. Inter- image created, planed, organized and executed the
campaign and its goals within a very tight schedule (1 month from the first
event to the final one) with minimal costs.
The campaign had 26 media publications, 3 media newsletters, 1 publication
in the BBLF website, 1 Facebook media post. The videos received more than
1,440 views on social networks, and more than 2,700 people engaged with
the campaignposts.

SPECIAL EVENT CSR CAMPAIGN – ENVIRONMENT
1st place: PR Point – "Climate, the 360° Exhibition" of BNP Paribas rises awareness about
climate change
2nd place: M3 Communications Group,
Inc. – L’Oreal – Green Citizen Day
3th place: guts&brainsDDB – EVN Ecoplet (Ecoknit) - A campaign of EVN Bulgaria AD
for Energy Efficiency

SPECIAL EVENT CSR CAMPAIGN – ENVIRONMENT
PR Point – "Climate, the 360° Exhibition" of BNP Paribas rises awareness about climate change

In close collaboration with the HR department of Behr-Hella
Thermocontrol GmbH (BHTC) Bulgaria, the Interimage team implements
innovative mechanisms for sat- isfaction and loyalty among the
employees of the technology company. Founded in 1999 in Germany, it is
one of the world’s leading manufacturers of air-conditioning systems and
thermal control in the automotive sector. At the beginning of its manufacturing activity in Bulgaria in 2015, BHTC employed 120. Currently, staff
numbers exceed 770. BHTC clients include Audi, Bentley, Porsche, BMW,
Bugatti, VW, Chrys- ler and others.
The purpose of the campaign was not only to attract new talents to work at
BHTC, but also to retain current ones. So Interimage decided to turn the
slogan of Com- fort in Motion into a People in Motion campaign, “For a
Better Quality of Life”. The Agency developed initiatives to promote the
ongoing training and qualification of employees; CSR, communication of a
complete social package - initiatives through which BHTC manages to
create a sense of belonging to the team, loyalty and striv- ing for personal
development. People in Motion - “For a Better Quality of Life” goes across
a range of social, sports, team and professional activities aimed at and
based on employee feedback. In its core, the program is a very wellbalanced mix of benefits as a passive component and employee
engagement activities as an active component.
People in Motion prioritizes professional development activities such as: a
center for introductory training, soft skills and communication; Energizing
Talent Manage- ment Program for young talents of BHTC from all over the
world, etc. Interimage also created an internal newsletter for corporate
news and employee performance sharing.
Interimage has built a comprehensive strategy for corporate social
responsibility and volunteering strategy that involves BHTC employees
and creates satisfaction of doing good. The company has also supported
causes related to dual and high- er education, sports initiatives,
environmental protection, support of children and families in need and
projects in the town of Bozhurishte, where the BHTC plant is located.
One of the major socially responsible initiatives of the program is “Lend a
hand – gift smile and hope”. The company supports the provision of equal
access to education for people in need - the “Ready for Success” program,
the BCause Foundation and the “Orphan” Foundation, as well as a number
of other social initiatives.
Thanks to the combination of successful activities, the Interimage
Communication Agency has managed to create a strong employer brand
and make BHTC Bulgaria an attractive employer both for current and
future employees.

CSR CAMPAIGN – HEALTH
1st place: All Channels Communication Group – AVON: MISSION Against Breast
Cancer
2nd place: PR Play – Information campaign about blood cancer "Innovation for Life“
3th place: PR Play – Information campaign on the prevention of Familial
hypercholesterolemia "What's Your Family Mark?"

CSR CAMPAIGN – HEALTH
All Channels Communication Group AVON: MISSION Against Breast Cancer

With its 17 years of story Avon Mission Against Breast Cancer in Bulgaria
seemed to have become quite routine. In order for people to feel truly
committed to the mission, they had to become part of it. We needed to make
them realize that their donation is important as it reaches real women in a
most frightening moment of their lives.
So that is what we did. With the help of Avon’s society of over 30 000
representatives and leading influencers, celebrities, partners, national tour
and offline activities we set a goal to educate as many women as possible about
the early prevention and improve the lies of breast cancer patients.
In this mission we relied on the help of Avon’s representatives – the true
ambassa- dors of breast cancer campaign, who held a survey among their
clients and friends and helped us find that:
1.People outside Sofia know little about breast cancer and how exactly Avon
helps diagnosed women.
2.People truly like the cause, but they don’t feel connected to it.
We started with the most significant national tour for breast cancer awareness
in 15 cities in Bulgaria, divided in 2 waves – June and September. There was a
strong communication campaign ensured by our media partners and hub
www.thankyou. bg where people could follow the tour and sign up for
reminders. Avon reps in each city helped visitors receive information about
signs of breast cancer and how to take action. The tour was reinforced with
charity concerts in every town and gathered over 120 000 people. Thanks to all
that, we managed to inspire people and raise funds through sale of charity
products on spot.
In October we organized the first National Pink Day (8.10). With partners’ help media, influencers, celebrities, we invited society to take part in National Pink
Day, provoking conversation about the importance of early prevention and
diagnosed women support. Partners helped us bring the matter to the surface
as they chal- lenged people to wear pink on 8.10, showing support for
diagnosed women and act as a reminder for early prevention. Over 3500
people all over Bulgaria not only joined, but also inspired others, using
#avonpinkday in social media.
5 hosts from popular Bulgarian TV dressed in pink and dedicated the day to
preven- tion subject, having Avon experts and One in 8 as guests. All
communication led to our Facebook page with breast cancer information and
statistics. Exactly at 8.01PM 5 of the biggest corporate buildings in Sofia lit in
pink, symbolizing that no woman should ever stay in the dark about breast
cancer signs.
At the end, Avon Mission showed what we are capable to achieve when we are
united and work as a team. In 2018 the campaign raised an impressive amount
through charity products, donating 100 000 BGN to its partner “One in 8”
foundation.

CSR CAMPAIGN – CULTURE
Special price United Bulgarian Bank (UBB) How we turned our old hearquarters
into UBB Gallery

CSR CAMPAIGN – OTHERS
1st place: United Partners Pampers Preemies in Bulgaria
2nd place: guts&brainsDDB Everything depends on you
2nd place: SiteMedia Consultancy Lidl Bulgaria - You and Lidl for a better life!
3th place: APRA Porter Novelli Charity Dog Marathon "Better together" 2018, Purina Bulgaria

CSR CAMPAIGN – OTHERS
United Partners - Pampers Preemies in Bulgaria

Every day is a fight when you arrive early in this world and Pampers is proud to be in your
corner.
Pampers Preemies are the first and only diapers in Bulgaria, specially designed for babies born
in the second trimester of pregnancy and with extremely low weight - as of 800 grams.
Championing these babies as powerful fighters, the campaign we executed for their launch on
the Bulgarian market aimed to drive awareness both for premature babies and Pampers
Preemies. In order to communicate the brand message in the best possible way, we organized
a multichannel, fully integrated campaign.
The main goal of Pampers Preemies campaign in Bulgaria was to elevate the brand
conversation on two levels – emotional and product benefit.
The campaign was based on 2 main pillars – professional relations and influencers leverage.
Pampers Preemies launch in Bulgaria was related to large donation of the smallest ever
diapers to all neonatal wards in Bulgaria. More than 350 000 diapers reached the hospitals in
order to cover their needs for 2019. To mark the launch of Pampers Preemies, we organized a
media event in the biggest neonatal ward in Bulgaria, where the product, the cause and diaper
donation were presented. Two regional events followed. To increase the media coverage, a
dedicated press re- lease was sent to regional media every time the donation reached the
hospitals in the respective area. The next stage of the campaign was to strike the emotional
chord in consumers and increase awareness about the donation while creating con- nection
with them. We did this by influencers leverage. We sent them a small teddy bear wearing the
tiny diaper (to illustrate how small the diaper is) accompanied by a letter about the cause
which Pampers supports. We were very happy to see all of the influencers sharing high quality
content on their channels with #littlefighters. What is more, some of them were inspired to
share a personal story about prema- ture babies. Following the media buzz, we presented our
campaign ambassador – the singer & future mom Poli Genova. She created her newest song
“The Heroes” specially for Pampers Preemies campaign and dedicated it to premature babies.
In all of the TV interviews that followed she spoke about the campaign (including the key
messages) and her inspiration behind the song. Recently, it was announced that the song will
be included in the Music education program in schools.
With this untraditional influencer leverage, the campaign reached its culmination. Not only
did the song brought awareness about Preemies to its peak, but it was an- other trigger for
consumers to share their personal stories.
In numbers, the total impressions the campaigned reached was 90 MM. In each and every
stage of its implementation, evidence was present that the cause was close to people’s hearts
and they proactively became its ambassador. What is more, Pampers Preemies’ main aim – to
make real and long-lasting change was achieved successfully.

CAUSE-RELATED MARKETING CAMPAIGN
1st place: All Channels Communication Group – AVON: MISSION Against Breast Cancer
2nd place: guts&brainsDDB, VeritasPR, WHATIF и DNA – Vereia. For More Healthy Families
3th place: SiteMedia Consultancy – Small recipes from big chefs!

CAMPAIGN TO BUILD THE IMAGE OF CITY / VILLAGE
1st place: All Channels Communication Group – Jameson: Shared Cities
2nd place: All Channels Communication Group – Mood for Food Street Festival

CAMPAIGN TO BUILD THE IMAGE OF CITY / VILLAGE
All Channels Communication Group – Jameson: Shared Cities

КАМПАНИЯ ЗА ИЗГРАЖДАНЕ НА
ИМИДЖА НА ГРАД/НАСЕЛЕНО МЯСТО
All Channels Communication Group –
Jameson: Споделени градове

Hospitality is a central theme for the Jameson brand’s philosophy. Some 200 years
ago, a Scotsman named John Jameson took on a journey by ship but landed in
Ireland. The country welcomed him so warmly that he returned the favor by creating
the most famous Irish whiskey. We wanted the public to relate with the story on an
emotional level, as for centuries the hospitality is considered a national virtue in
Bulgaria.
Inspired exactly by the hospitality, that lies strongly in Jameson’s DNA, we invited 5
urban KOLs from the communication, art and entertainment industries: Geri Gugunska, DJ Stefan Skill Kolev, Thea Denoljubova, Plamen Pasov and Chocho Stamboliev
to share with everybody the best secret places in their home cities. We created 5
short videos from Sofia, Plovdiv, Varna, Burgas and Ruse, where we showed the real
and beautiful face of these cities, from the view of the local guys.
Talking about urban life, everyone goes downtown, but there are some hidden gems
in each city, that only a “homie” knows. It’s extremely important to show Bulgarians
that each city has its special places and by showing them to young Bulgarians, we
might make them rethink moving to the capital or abroad, which is a sore subject in
Bulgaria. People who live or were raised in the particular city were given the
opportunity to re- late and share their love to their city. We did it also for the ones
who don’t know much about the sites by provoking their desire to visit these places
or to find out their own ones.
Each week between August 13 and September 22, 2018 we revealed the next video of
the series – exactly on each city’s own celebration day. The videos were uploaded in
Jameson SM channels and promoted on YouTube, Facebook (video, engagement and
dark posts) and Instagram (stories and posts), and supported by press releases.
Bars, restaurants and venues are a giant part of the perception of the city and a mirror
for its different faces. That’s why we activated the people not only to be part of the
project “Shared cities” in digital, but also in real life. We celebrated the sharing for
one weekend in each city by offering the following: “If you enjoy the idea of sharing,
bring a friend to your favorite bar, buy him a drink… and your drink will be on
Jameson.”.
What we achieved:
•Total YouTube views: 1 491 300 or more than 30% of the Internet users in Bulgaria.
•Total YouTube views longer than 30s: 1 376 266
•Total YouTube view rate: 76,59%
•Total Facebook page reach: 1 196 486 or 33% of all Facebook users in Bulgaria
•Total Instagram reach: 207 211
The added value of the campaign is the fact that the videos remain sharable even after
the end of the project.

CAMPAIGN B2B
1st place: All Channels Communication Group – LG: PuriCare
2nd place: PR Play – Behind the Doors - Perfect Results with Intelligent Technology - Bosch

EXECUTIVE COMMUNICATIONS CAMPAIGN
Special price All Channels Communication Group – Mastercard:
Mastercard | Vanya Manova, Country manager for Bulgaria and Macedonia

THOUGHT LEADERSHIP CAMPAIGN
1st place: All Channels Communication Group – Mastercard: The future of payments
2nd place: All Channels Communication Group – Huawei: Mobile Photography
3th place: United Partners – Development of thought leadership pieces based on in-depth
data-driven insights

DIGITAL CAMPAIGN
1st place: guts&brainsDDB – AVON Anew: The effect of good care
2nd place: proof. – rate love over hate
3th place: Key Experts Group – Ariana Radler 0% Re-launch Campaign
3th place: All Channels Communication Group – Decathlon | Road to

DIGITAL CAMPAIGN
All Channels Communication Group – Decathlon | Road to Malta – where the odds
meet determination

Where to begin?
Oh, yes, the 2017 Eurobarometer
survey. It showed Bulgaria to hold
the gold medal for the laziest country in Europe. Ouch…
Meanwhile Decathlon was facing
another case with these statistics
in mind. More than 5M of their
potential clients actually don’t do
sports. So basically there was the
business side of it all, but also it
was a matter of national pride. And
we, Bulgarians, take national sport
pride very seriously.
This is how Road to Malta was born.
We express our love for sports…
…mostly as bystanders – we cheer,
but we do not participate. Sorry…
busy having fun with friendswhile
Grigor Dimitrov, Ivet Lalova, etc. are doing the sports part.
Being very proud and competitive nation, we are easily to get slightly offended when
being told we do not do something right, let alone that we’re the worst on the continent. And this turned out to be the right button to push.
How it all started?
One day all garbage cans were filled with gold medals. The media picked up on that,
but they had no idea what was going on. After a few days we finally revealed the case
to them via special creative delivery with chocolate gold medals – to celebrate the
first place. They had to spread the word now - Bulgaria is going to metaphorically
walk all the miles to Malta and present them with the gold.
After that we released two videos explaining what was going on. We introduced The
running simulator - a smart treadmill tracking real time the miles walked by the participants on the campaign’s website we created.
To make it even more interactive we added a little something. Special interactive
buttons that cheered the participants such as Bulgari Unatsi (Bulgarians are champions).
After the initial buzz around the treadmill, it debuted at the opening event for Decathlon Stara Zagora. And then a really popular sport segment on national TV vis-

ited the event, covering the campaign with 15 min TV spot. It was so
interesting, all media picked up on
it and everyone was talking about
the Road to Malta.
After this over 100 companies
asked for the treadmill to make
appearance in their offices so they
can participate.
But let’s discuss some results
For 4 weeks we achieved:
•Over 250K euro earned coverage
•Over 32K website unique
visits
•Over 75K interactions from
the special buttons on the
website in real time
• Over 2500 people joined
• Double the foot flow at Decathlon stores
•Presence at some of the biggest 100 companies’ offices – for free
•Оver 800K people walked the fine line from I Never do sports, to I do work out
now
And in the end, there is only one thing to say: Sports do not build character. They
reveal it. And we made it to the second place in Europe, recording the 2018 Eurobarometer survey that has been published few months after the Road to Malta
campaign.

EMPLOYER BRANDING CAMPAIGN
1st place: United Partners – Paysafe: Crack the code. Escape the room
2nd place: United Partners – VMware Bulgaria 2018
3th place: Proximity Sofia/BBDO Group – Digit@l and successful together
Category participation: Interimage - People in motion: For the sake of a better quality of life

EMPLOYER BRANDING CAMPAIGN
United Partners – Paysafe: Crack the code. Escape the room

In 2019 United Partners celebrated 23 years in the industry. We continued
to change and grow driven of our desire to get better and bring even more
value to our clients. As a result, we hired a lot of new amazing people, won
a lot of cool clients, were ranked as the number 2 agency in the market by
Capital’s agency ranking and number 2 agency by BAPRA Bright Awards.
We continued our thought leadership plan experimenting and adopting
new technologies and ideas to make our work and team better. We are fully
aware that we need to add new ways to reach people with content (apart
from the traditional PR, social media and bloggers), so we became the
first partner of HubSpot in Bulgaria. As a result, we have launched a new
ser- vice - Inbound PR and content marketing. Why we did this? PR people
are good in content, but the content need to reach maximum people from
the target audience. We realized we need to expand this reach and
therefore we adopted the inbound PR & Marketing approach as new
service to our portfolio. We are happy we found a way to deliver business
results through content. On top of this we don’t need to fight for audience
attention anymore. By creating content designed to address the problems
and needs of our clients’ customers, we attract the right prospects and
build trust for our clients’ business.
Another focus of our growth plan was to become a more strategic adviser
along with the executional support for our clients and bring added value to
them by developing and executing data driven strategies. We launched
that service by development of our own series of thought leadership pieces
based on in-depth data-driven insights.
In 2019 we strengthen our strategy to be PEOPLE centric while nurturing
the best talents to create a team and vibe that bring great value to our
clients and projects; be INNOVATIVE – we use and constantly adopt new
tools, technologies and innova- tions; be RESULT oriented – we are
obsessed by results, client results, we have de- veloped our own
methodology based on the Barcelona Principles. To keep ourselves
constantly inspired, we have a driving dream (BHAG) – BE the TESLA in our
industry (Innovative, trendsetter, desired, functional, sustainable). For
2019 we can only say: YES! WE DID IT!

EMPLOYER BRANDING CAMPAIGN
Interimage - People in motion: For the sake of a better quality of life

In close collaboration with the HR department of Behr-Hella Thermocontrol
GmbH
(BHTC) Bulgaria, the Interimage team implements innovative
mechanisms for sat- isfaction and loyalty among the employees of the
technology company. Founded in 1999 in Germany, it is one of the world’s
leading manufacturers of air-conditioning systems and thermal control in the
automotive sector. At the beginning of its manu- facturing activity in Bulgaria in
2015, BHTC employed 120. Currently, staff numbers exceed 770. BHTC clients
include Audi, Bentley, Porsche, BMW, Bugatti, VW, Chrys- ler and others.
The purpose of the campaign was not only to attract new talents to work at BHTC,
but also to retain current ones. So Interimage decided to turn the slogan of Comfort in Motion into a People in Motion campaign, “For a Better Quality of Life”.
The Agency developed initiatives to promote the ongoing training and
qualification of employees; CSR, communication of a complete social package initiatives through which BHTC manages to create a sense of belonging to the
team, loyalty and striv- ing for personal development. People in Motion - “For a
Better Quality of Life” goes across a range of social, sports, team and
professional activities aimed at and based on employee feedback. In its core, the
program is a very well-balanced mix of benefits as a passive component and
employee engagement activities as an active component.
People in Motion prioritizes professional development activities such as: a center
for introductory training, soft skills and communication; Energizing Talent
Manage- ment Program for young talents of BHTC from all over the world, etc.
Interimage also created an internal newsletter for corporate news and employee
performance sharing.
Interimage has built a comprehensive strategy for corporate social responsibility
and volunteering strategy that involves BHTC employees and creates satisfaction
of doing good. The company has also supported causes related to dual and higher education, sports initiatives, environmental protection, support of children
and families in need and projects in the town of Bozhurishte, where the BHTC
plant is located.
One of the major socially responsible initiatives of the program is “Lend a hand –
gift smile and hope”. The company supports the provision of equal access to
education for people in need - the “Ready for Success” program, the BCause
Foundation and the “Orphan” Foundation, as well as a number of other social
initiatives.
Thanks to the combination of successful activities, the Interimage
Communication Agency has managed to create a strong employer brand and
make BHTC Bulgaria an attractive employer both for current and future
employees.

INTERNAL COMMUNICATION CAMPAIGN
1st place: Proximity Sofia/BBDO Group – TELUS International: PulseCheck – 15 minutes concept
2nd place: Key Experts Group – The Sales League
3th place: OT DO Consult– Project “We are the stars at Lidl”

CAMPAIGN, CONDUCTED BY AN IN-HOUSE PR DIVISION
1st place: A1 – A1: Rebranding of the company
2nd place: Nova Broadcasting Group – NOVA Supports Bulgarian Films
3th place: TBI Bank – TBI Bank: Change of tone of voice
3th place: UBB Bank – 4TH TEAM BLUE CHALLENGE

CAMPAIGN, CONDUCTED BY AN IN-HOUSE PR DIVISION
Nova Broadcasting Group – NOVA Supports Bulgarian Films

Nova Broadcasting Group launched its “Nova Supports Bulgarian Films on All
Plat- forms” campaign in end-2016, announcing its serious intention to invest
in the cre- ation of Bulgarian feature films and series and the development of
the local movie market.
The media campaign is driven by the cause of producing high quality new
Bulgarian feature films and series on all platforms – TV, cinema and the
internet, promoting Bulgarian actors and new faces, working with some of the
most renowned Bulgarian directors and producers. The campaign firmly backs
all creative professions in the cinema world, offering them an opportunity to
take part in large-scale projects and work on the local market.
The initiative involves the production of several Bulgarian series aired in the
TV sta- tion’s primetime – “Stolen Life”, the first ever Bulgarian medical drama
and a record holder in Bulgarian television history with the longest number of
broadcasted film hours; romantic comedy series “Us, Our Folks and Your
Folks”; police comedy series “Suburban Cops”; the first ever Bulgarian
criminal comedy “Mr. X and the Sea”; the absolute hit criminal drama series
“The Devil’s Throat”; reality series “Sofia – Day & Night”; as well as dozens of
web series through the team of 7Talents, including “Fol- low Me”, “Don’t Do
That, Bro”, “The Killers”, “Puzzle: Abducted”, “Unilife”, “Status: In a
Relationship”, “10 First Dates”, “The Newbie”.
In the autumn of 2016, jointly with film distribution company Lenta, Nova
Broad- casting Group began to support Bulgarian films, becoming the coproducer of sev- eral large scale Bulgarian movies – “Monkey”, “Voevoda”,
“Fuel”, “The Omnipres- ent”, “Bubble Gum”, “Attraction”, “SMART Xmas”, “Can
You Kill”.
In its primetime, NOVA aired nearly seven times more Bulgarian films and
series in each of the three years (2016, 2017, and 2018) since the campaign’s
launch as compared to 2015. For the past three years alone, Bulgarian film
productions have accounted for more than 620 hours of the television
primetime.
After more than 550 Bulgarian actors become part of the TV and cinema
produc- tions fulfilled with NOVA’s support in 2017, in 2018 the company
continued to in- vest in local productions and Bulgarian films at an even
higher rate. The number of actors who took part in NOVA films and series in
main, supporting and cameo roles now goes above 1,500, with hundreds of
creative professionals working on its projects. In 2018, the first ceremony to
hand out the “NOVA Supports Bulgarian Films” viewer choice awards was
organized.

CRISIS PR
1st place: proof. – rate love over hate
2nd place: All Channels Communication Group – Discovery Channel:
Bear Grylls and the Bulgarian frogs

CORPORATE PR CAMPAIGN
1st place: Proximity Sofia/BBDO Group – TELUS International: Your First Job Matters
2nd place: HYPETEAM – TEAM BLUE BULGARIA ON A VERTICAL RUN TO THE MOON
3th place: All Channels Communication Group – Mastercard: The future of payments

CORPORATE PR CAMPAIGN
Proximity Sofia/BBDO Group – TELUS International: Your First Job Matters

How do you image the first job of young people today? What was yours? Everyone
from Proximity Sofia/BBDO Group tried to imagine it. It appeared that our
expectations for the first job are to be low-paid, non-prestigious, usually in the
services sector, such as waitress or bartender. In order to check whether that was
true, we conducted a national representative survey, which confirmed that over
64% of young people and parents have similar expectations to ours.
But what exactly was the situation at the moment? The BPO (Business Process
Outsourcing) sector and more specifically TELUS International Europe offers jobs
with flexible working hours, opportunities for career development, welcoming
office, and many social benefits for its employees, who are majorly young people.
The company is an awesome place for a first job with clear and precise conditions
and opportunities for career development. At the same time TELUS International
Europe and not only they have a serious shortage of employees, who have
mastery of one or more foreign languages.
The main problem, confirmed by the national survey is the lack of information
among young people and parents for the first job opportunities, which the BPO
sector offers. Another obstacle is the cultural mentality, corresponding to the
popular saying “Study now so you do not need to work later”. To lead the change
of expectations for young people and parents, TELUS International Europe and
Proximity Sofia/BBDO Group created two campaigns, one addressing the group
of the young people and other - addressing parents, as part of the platform Your
first job matters.
Our joined campaign opened a dialogue in the media space, we partnered with
influencers and presented the results from the research in front of our society.
We constantly reminded for the first job topic through outdoor advertising,
banner campaigns and social platforms used by young people and parents. The
crossing point of our communication was a website with answers to FAQs for
young people and parents, giving advice for the first job applications, as well as
an opportunity for the young people to become part of the TELUS International
Europe’s team with the help of a simplified application form.
We generated over 55 earned media publications, appeared twice in central
news emissions of a national television and “stole” 43 minutes in total of airtime
in different TV stations. We had multiple media coverage in print issues and
radio. Through the campaign we reached almost 300% ROI on the basis of the
allocated budget. Through content created by influencers we reached over 155K
young people and parents. Meanwhile, the number of the hired people of ages
under 24 in TELUS International Europe is with 43% more than the one recorded
in 2018.

COMMUNICATION CAMPAIGN IN THE PUBLIC SECTOR
1st place: Intelday Solutions – EuandME
2nd place: Paragraph 42 – A member of parliament puts a billboard on fire
3th place: Knowbox – National beer academy by Union of Brewers in Bulgaria
Category participation: Interimage - Keep up with taxes 4

COMMUNICATION CAMPAIGN IN THE PUBLIC SECTOR
Intelday Solutions – EuandME

Recent research reveals that many of the young people, aged 17 – 35, are
not fully aware of the benefits they have by simply living in a country,
member of the EU. To manage this situation, the European Commission
launched in all member states a new information campaign, called
#EUandME. It was designed to raise awareness of tangible contributions
to young people’s lives, such as the right to live and work in every EU
member state or the right to guaranteed home internet access. The
campaign is the first of its kind to provide concrete facts about what the
EU offers to young people. EUandME is a citizen-centric, emotions-driven
campaign high- lighting the important values for Millennials (17-35) and
promoting EU initiatives that empower them in their lives. As the attention
span of the target audience is very short, traditional approach was
obviously not the best solution. The campaign needed an approach
supporting storytelling, sending messages and doing activi- ties that
would quickly grab the audience’s attention and sustain their interest.
The launch event of the campaign was held on May 12, 2018 in Sofia during
the spe- cial event - 10th Familatlon, and marked by the release of five
short films directed by leading European directors. Each one of these films
presents one of the campaign’s themes (Digital, Mobility, Skills &
Business, Sustainability or Rights) by telling the story of different
European citizens who follows their passion with EU help. In order to make
all these films known, they were broadcasted from July to September during
the Summer Travelling Cinema of the Bulgarian National TV.
In addition, a message was needed to quickly grab the attention of the
audience and keep their interest. A solution for this is an approach that
supports storytelling and allows us to capture an intimate view of a
person. That‘s why #EUandME invited young Europeans to share their
story on how the EU has helped them to pursue their passions or achieve
their goals. The result is a collection of stories, called digital stories,
featuring young people from across Europe. Each story is a concrete, authentic and genuine example of how the EU contributes to the lives of
citizens in a number of different ways – such as studying abroad or
starting their own business. These stories, being told through videos and
blogs, provide an accessible way for young people to relate to EU policies,
initiatives and legislation.
Another of the activities of the EUandMe campaign was the launch of the
Young Filmmakers Competition. The challenge was about writing and
directing a short film with the help of an award-winning European
director. It was to be linked to the im- pact of the European Union in
people’s daily life in order to win the grant of €7,500 to bring the idea to
life.

COMMUNICATION CAMPAIGN IN THE PUBLIC SECTOR
Paragraph 42 – A member of parliament puts a billboard on fire

Defining communication problem
There are a lot of restrictions, related to the tobacco advertising. And there is one
big omission – outdoor advertising is allowed. In the last years the NGO named
Smoke-free Bulgaria tried to convince our National Assembly to change the
legislation and to prohibit all the types of advertising of tobacco products.
Strategic approach
Then we in Paragraph 42 made a shocking and viral campaign in order to raise
public’s attention immediately.
Since the members of our parliament are not interested, we decided to go the other
way round – to increase the public’s attention.
We invented MP, we pretended he is in the current National Assembly, but for the
first days he will stay anonymous. His story went like this: Despite his efforts to
change the legislation, now he is desperate since no one of others MPs pays
attention to the law that he is going to submit for voting. So he declared that he will
now start to take radical actions.
Implementation of the project
First, we prepared a video, which shows a person during the night hours that puts
on fire something, which looks very much like a billboard with cigarettes
advertising.
On 6 June 2018 all the Bulgarian MPs received in their mailboxes a black envelope
from “their colleague” explaining what he is going to do.
On 7 June 2018 an e-mail from the Anonymous MP with the video of “burning
billboard” and the declaration that he will take other actions against tobacco
advertising and soon will reveal himself, was disseminated to the media and
influencers.
The reaction was immediate. The anonymous MP received hundreds of mails from
TV, online media and radio and influencers asking him to reveal himself and
inviting him for an interview. A lot of media published the case, though expressing
doubt and started investigation whether it is true.
Then we started posting the video and comments in social media – groups and
pages. Later on some of them were removed; no matter of that, the buzz was made.
And finally – the reveal. On June 14th media and influencers received an e-mail from
the Anonymous MP, alleging that on the next day he will put a billboard with
cigarettes ad in the center of Sofia on fire. On June 15th at 11:00 on the venue Pavel
Antonov, representative of Smoke-free Bulgaria, met the media instead of the
anonymous MP and announced the campaign.
Efficiency and results
Because of the idea and the approach with very low budget we have achieved really
good results for this campaign – in terms of information and public affairs.
The level of engagement is really high – we had 130 posts in social media with more
than 2000 comments and shares. We had also 93 earned publicity results. The total
audience reached was 840 100.

COMMUNICATION CAMPAIGN IN THE PUBLIC SECTOR
Interimage - Keep up with taxes 4

The campaign Keep up with taxes 4 of the National Revenue Agency, carried out in
partnership with Interimage, opened on 17 Sept 2018 and closed on 31 Jan 2019. It
sought to deliver basic knowledge about taxes and social security in Bulgaria to
students aged from 14 to 18. During the campaign, close to 100 NRA officials
toured schools to meet with students from the target public in Bulgaria’s 28 district
centers.
The idea of the project was to provide students with adequate sources of information about the taxation and social security system; inspire the young for an active
civil position regarding compliance with taxation and social security legislation, as
well as for combating grey economy; make sure they receive basic knowledge about
their rights and obligations as Bulgarian citizens upon graduation.
To raise fiscal knowledge of students, a modern approach was chosen: 4 videos
were shot with informal interviews with 7 celebrities – idols of the young and ambassadors of the NRA campaign, all filmed in an electromobile during a tour in Sofia.
Videos reproduced the format of the popular movie The Transporter. Famous Sasho
Kadiev, Mitko Pavlov, Orlin Pavlov, Eva, Poly Genova, Deo and Tedy Katsarova joined
the campaign and shared with the audience the most important points about taxes.
The four videos cover the following topics: TAXES IN BULGARIA, GREY ECONOMY,
STARTING A BUSINESS and MY FIRST JOB. Videos were at the basis of the presentations that NRA officials gave to students.
Videos were supported by an interactive game on the website of the campaign www.
vlezvchas.bg with a dedicated rubric. Students were encouraged to solve riddles
and win prizes: VR + Camera, VR Worlds Bundle + Move Twin Pack, PlayStation 4
SLIM Console, smart watch, hover board, bicycle.
The promotion of Keep up with taxes 4 was done through a campaign with online
banners, sponsored posts and videos on Facebook and In-Stream on Youtube, as
well as via banners in Teenproblem, Vbox7 and lifestyle.bg
Keep up with taxes 4 has excellent results: 100 speakers from the National Revenue
Agency visited 120 schools and held 700 lessons in taxation. More than 600 students registered in www.vlezvchas.bg.
Here some more figures about the campaign:
Traffic to the website generated by Facebook ads
98,087 unique users ; 1,423,870 impressions; 8402 clicks
Reach of Facebook ads
102,591 unique users; 607,856 impressions; 1467 clicks
Page Like ads
32,889 unique users ; 147,960 impressions
300 likes of the Facebook page
Youtube campaign
255,000 impressions; 151,879 views of full videos
Banners on websites 157,000 impressions
Media publications 60

PUBLIC AFFAIRS CAMPAIGN
1st place: APRA Porter Novelli
Nestle for healthier kids
2nd place: All Channels Communication Group – The Innovation in Politics Awards2018
3th place: Intelday Solutions – EuandME

PUBLIC AFFAIRS CAMPAIGN
All Channels Communication Group – The Innovation in Politics Awards 2018

Nowadays, we are witnessing that the political instruments in the last decades
no longer meet the expectations of citizens. The quality of our lives is strongly
linked to politics and the European values – human rights, social balance and
democracy. Today these values are put in jeopardy. We witness a massive loss
of trust and con- fidence in the abilities of mainstream politics.
We decided to make a difference by researching for Bulgarian political
projects, which have been already implemented, to join the annual Innovation
in Politics Awards.
The main communication problem is that people no longer believe in politics,
not only in Bulgaria but around Europe. Our aim was to draw people’s attention
back into politics and to engage the citizens to look for and nominate the most
outstand- ing Bulgarian political projects.
We found a possible explanation for the low trust and participation in political
parties - the fact that people see political parties as leadership projects in
which decisions are taken solely by the leader, while ordinary members are
relatively pow- erless.
We, representing the Innovations in Politics Institute in Vienna, saw it as our
highest mission to recognize and support those politicians who have the
courage to break new ground regardless of party affiliation and regional level.
Therefore, we decided to scout for realized projects in various districts in
Bulgaria
–from small cities to big municipalities. By involving a wide range of relevant
pro- jects, we guaranteed maximum coverage and the best performance of the
country in the contest.
To establish the transparency needed for our project, we invited in the
nominating process Bulgarian key opinion leaders with no political bias, but
solid background in the NGO sector, political science and academic
achievements.
In 2018, а record number of 6 political projects from Bulgaria managed to rank
among the finalists of the Innovation in Politics Awards. They were selected by
an international jury composed of 1053 European citizens.
The mechanics of the project selection were completely transparent in Europe.
Every citizen in Bulgaria had the right to nominate a politician working on a
local, national or European level. There were 8 possible categories to
participate in: Civi- lization, Democracy, Human Rights, Employment, Ecology,
Community, Prosperity and Quality of Life.
Our campaign, achieved the following results:
•More than 35 publications in general, business and political media;
•Strong social media buzz provoked extraordinary engagement among
Bulgar- ians in terms of Innovation in Politics;
• Huge impact on the Bulgarian people’s awareness of policy making;
• More than 35 innovative political projects received as entries.

AGENCY MARKETING
1st place: Key Experts Group – Pro bono fund for professional communication services
2nd place: United Partners – Inbound Marketing and PR UP

CAMPAIGN THOUGHT LEADERSHIP IN THE PR SPHERE
1st place: United Partners – Development of thought leadership pieces based on in-depth
data-driven insights
2nd place: Аll Channels Communication Group – All Channels Evolution
3th place: M3 Communications Group, Inc. – Maxim Behar – If your dreams don’t scare you,
they are not big enough!

